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Disclaimer

Description
 We use video and audio technology so we can see and hear each other.
 We recommend you be in a quiet place so that others cannot overhear the session (unless you want to 

include others in your visit – please tell us who is with you).
 Details of your attendance only will be noted in your record.
 We will not make an audio recording of the group program. We ask that you not record either

Privacy
 We have taken appropriate steps to protect your privacy for this group program (paid Zoom business 

account)
 We cannot provide you with the same guarantee of security and confidentiality as if the program were 

being run in-person.
 Our presenters who are doing the group program may be working from the clinic or from home because 

of the pandemic. If working from home, they will use a private space away from others

Risks
 It is possible there could be a problem with the technology and your session could be cut short or 

interrupted.
 The quality of the video or audio may vary depending on your own connection.



Agreement 

RESPECT

• Time  (2 hours)
• Opinions/Questions/Knowledge level
• Feel free to get up and move at any time

CONFIDENTIALITY

• Info stays between individuals at the session
• Please share if you feel comfortable sharing

• All participation is welcome! 



Ever wonder what’s in breastmilk? 
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What is your Partner’s Role?

 Support her breastfeeding goals

 Protector of mom and baby

 Helping mom get rest by….

 Caregiving for older children

 Skin-to-skin/ holding/ wearing baby

 Taking baby for a walk in the stroller or baby carrier

 Limit outside visitors

 Take on household tasks  (Laundry, cleaning, paying bills, grocery shopping, meal 
planning, cooking)

 Ensuring mom’s basic needs are met with adequate liquid and food

Be patient with your partner



Commonly heard statements and 
misconceptions



“My breasts never got engorged, I don’t have 
any milk!”

“My breasts were very engorged, so I do have 
milk!”

Which statement is a concern for a LC? …

 Facts: Engorgement is a sign that baby is not effectively doing their 
part in the breastfeeding relationship. 

 Baby should be able to stimulate breast effectively so that the 
mothers breast transfers the milk to the infant. If not, the milk stays in 
the breast and engorgement occurs. 

 Engorgement can lead to block ducts and/or mastitis. 

 It is very important to keep the milk moving. 

 Seek and LC’s help immediately. 



 Know the facts:

Our body begins to produce colostrum in 
the second trimester. 

Baby has been born with enough nutrition 
for 24 hours after birth.

Baby’s stomach is the size of a unsoaked
chickpea. 

“I didn’t have any milk in my breast when 
the baby was born! So we gave them a 
bottle”



“I should make sure I have a breast pump before the baby is born”

“All pumps are equal in their efficacy”

Facts: 

Not all pumps are equal in 
their efficacy. 

In the first few days of your 
baby’s life use hand 
expression > Pumping. 



Things to be aware of



Baby’s tend to get fussy around the 
second night.  



!!Bottle and breastfeeding are not 
the same!!

 VERY different mechanics

 Suckle is different on the breast v bottle

 Bottle feeding is often parent-driven, on the breast the baby 
controls the pace of the feeding, causing overfeeding

 It is impossible to overfeed/ eat with exclusive breastfeeding

 Whatever the baby suckles mostly at the beginning is how they 
learn to suck- often have to be retaught how to suck on breast

 FLOW FRUSTRATION leading to fussiness at breast and outright breast 
refusal. 



Keeping your baby skin-to-skin helps with breastfeeding.

Encourages frequent feeding which increases your milk supply 



You often produce
more milk than your
baby needs.



Pain is common when you 
begin to breastfeed. 

But its not normal. 
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What to do? Seek help from an IBCLC immediately.



An asymmetrical latch is a sign of a good latch. 
Chin in.

Nose off.
Areola is showing more on the top v the bottom.



Length of time at breast           indicate your 
baby is getting enough milk. 

Timing feedings makes no sense. 
Delete all baby apps to track feeding times.  
Watch the baby instead to know when they are drinking.  
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How do we know baby is drinking 
at the breast? 



There are no rules in breastfeeding

But feeding on demand &
Offering both sides
…. maintains a good supply.



There are no foods a breastfeeding women should 
avoid. 



Skipping feeds will affect your supply.
Remember: Its through emptying the breasts that you nurture your supply. 



Doctors do not know 
a lot about 
breastfeeding.

They should refer you 
to an IBCLC instead.



Breastfed babies are held a lot and because of 
this, breastfeeding has been shown to enhance bonding 
with their mother.



Breastfeeding in public is allowed by law.



Resources 

Ibconlinc.ca 

For videos, handouts in multiple languages, and 
information on all breastfeeding topics



Thank you
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT HOW TO:

 SCHEDULE A PRENATAL BREASTFEEDING SESSION

 SCHEEDULE AN IN PERSON, VIRTUAL OR TELEPHONE VISIT WITH NANCY

 REGISTER FOR OUR BREASTFEEDING SUPPORT GROUP-BI MONTHY WEDNESDAY’S;  1-3PM ON  ZOOM. 

PLEASE CONTACT NANCY AT THE BLACK CREEK COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE:

416-249-8000


